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Into the Night, my son, into the Silence there
,With the grey dew of death fringing your softened hair,
And bitter hopeless tears falling upon your bier.
Into the Night, my son, into the Rest that's there,
0 little flowers, too tender, too fragile to bear
The toil and the woe, the bewildering pain ,that's here.
Into the Night, my son, into the Darkness there,
But God! it can't be so black in Death's vastness drear
As the life of us whom you left disconsolate here.

THE HOUR AND THE MAN.

~
c

C. R. Angel, '13.

HAUNCEY Depew , has said "God always has in training some commanding genius for the control of grea t
crises in the affairs of njl.tions and peoples. The num ber of these leaders is less than the centuries, but their lives
are the history of human progress." And one need but glance
back thru the pages of history to find how true these words are.
When Germany, with her hundred provinces, sank into the
mire of disgrace and destruction a Frederick arose and, with
the flash of his sword placed his name in the vanguard of heroes.
Humanity forgot there was a God, and Christianity stooped to
drink the dregs of pagan poison. Then a Luther and a Calvin
aros •e, and with their moral courage and mighty pens stemmed
the tide of corruption. Spain launched her invincible Armada
and sent the flower of her kingdom against a petty island in
the Atlantic. A crisis in England had come and with it appeared a man. Between Spain and her pr-ey a Drake arose and
clouded the horizon :with the smoke of English canon .
But we need not cross the water for an illustration. The
same thin g has happened in the history of our own nation, yes,
even in the history of our State . The hour came and the man
who appeared was the first of the Aryan family to tread the
soil on which this city now stands. It was in the early years of
our colonies that America had the first need of such a great
man. The men who landed on the marshy island of Jamestown were better fitted for a theatrical company than for
pioneers. Over seventy per cent. were men, then styled "Gentlemen," who had never ' know what work really was, whose hands
were tender and hearts weak. The only real pioneer among them,
the man on whom the whole success of the colony depended, the
man who was destined to be known as the Father of Vir-
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ginia was brought to our shore in bonds. Little did the London Company know what a priceless prize they were shipping to
th~ New World, under the name of John Smith. But a geniu~
of his ability could not r,emain long unkown. For it was he,
who immediately on landng, urged the necessity of a palisade
and who planned and constructed it. It was he who taught the
"Gentlemen" to wield the axe and punished them when they
cursed. It was Smith who studied the nature and customs of
the red men and won !their esteem and friendship for th~
colony. It was Smith they idolized and loved. It was the fear
of him that saved that little colony so often from their midnight slaughters.
And when winter, with the heavy snows,
threatened starvation, the council placed on his broad shoulders
the responsibility of providing food. No greater compliment
can be paid his ability to trade with the Indians, than the
words of Powhatan, "I can have nothing but what he regards
not, and yet he will have whatsoever he demands."
And when the _ London Company desired a map of Virginia, it was this same great engineer who perilled his life and
suffered severest hardships to draw a map S'{ perfect that it
is used to-day.
The perseverence with which he prosecuted his enterprises
equalled the ardor with which he undertook them. His energy
was so great and overflowing, that he could not be confined to
any one sphere of duty. We see him at the same time performing the offices of a provident governor, a valiant soldier,
and an industrious laborer, capable alike of commanding and
executing.
With the single exception of Sir Walter Raleigh, no one
did so much toward the colonization and settlement of the
coast of North America. This State is under peculiar obligations to him as its virtual founder; since, without his remarkable personal qualities and tireless exertions, the colony of
1amestown could never have taken root. In reading the history of his administration, we are made to feel, in regard to
ihim as we do in regard to Washington, when we contemplate
the events of the Revolution; that he was a being specially ap-
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pointed by Divine Providence to accomplish the work entrusted
to him. He was exactly fitted for the place he filled and not
one of his remarkable gifts could have been spared without
serious detriment.
The debt of gratitude due to him is national and American,
and so should his glory be. Wherever upon this continent the
English language is spoken, his deeds should be recounted, and
his memory hallowed. His services should not only be not
forgotten, but should be "freshly remembered."
His name
should not only be honored by the silent canvas and cold marble,
but his praises should dwell living upon the lives of men, and
handed down from generation to g~neration as long as there
is a Virginia and a nation.
I '

JOST ANOTHER TRAGEDY.
W. A. S .•

'12.

ISS Flick was a widow" She chose to call herself "Miss"
Flick on the program simply because, as she said, it
looked better. She had been with the company for six
years, playing parts, comic roles, and even at times executing
the star cues with amazing ability. Hence she was considered
an asset to the caste, despite her forty and two years. To the
manager she was steady Mary Flick in whom, from long experience, he had come to trust and depend, when the younger and
more brilliant artists threw him down, as he used to say. To the
younger members of the troupe she was haughty old "Flick," who
never engaged in their carousing, who never missed a rehearsal,
who never missed a cue. She toiled and saved while the others
toiled and spent.
'Dhe whole truth of the matter was that Miss Flick had a
purpose in life iwhich absorbed all her interest outside of her
work and that purpose was to educate her son.: He had bloomed
into manhood, he was now at college, but in her motherly eyes
he was still the flaxen-haired youth whom she had once trundled
on her knee and talked to of a big future which she always predicted for him if she could only get him through college. Now
that the year of his graduation had arrived, and he was ready
to enter into that future which was her "Mecca," she strove
harder than ever to scrape enough together to start him in his
_lawpractice. She liked to picture him rising in fame and fortune, now pleading in the people's cause, now winning a worldfamed suit against the great corporation. And never for a single
instant did she stop to pat herself on the back and take the credit
for his success. She never stopped to consider that he could
change from the simple, confiding boy that she knew ; that his
views could change; that his sympathies could alter and his interests broaden. But-that's
the way of the world.

M
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She had hoped to be able to see him graduate, but her
company had contracted to play stock productions in the far
South and she must go with the company. She had received a
letter just before her departure, saying that he had graduated
with high honors, telling of the final banquet, ,the dance, and
the activities of commencement week, and at the last, in fact, it
was a postscript, he had casually mentioned that his girl had
attended the exercises and looked "swell." But of the future,
not a word.
She tried to choke down t'he lump of grief that welled up
in her throat. What was it that made her feel so sad when she
ought to be rejoicing at his success? She shook her head at
the thou ght that it might be jealousy of this other woman, this
new-found love of her son. In fact she had never given that a
thou ght. The idea that her boy could ever rest his affections
elsewhere had never occurred to her seriously, yet she felt that
such was the order of things and she must submit blindly.
She went about he_r work with decreasing '--vigor. The manager noticed it, but in his kindness of heart he attributed it to
the languid climate of the South. Some of the younger members noticed it and whispered among themselves with a sneer that
she ' was "playing out." When they changed the production she
was slow to catch the cues, often mis-read her lines and once
broke down completely during the performance and no amount
of prompting could induce her to continue. This capped the
climax. The manager, hitherto docile and kindly, broke into a
hot rage as he entered her dressing room and upbraided her for
"balling things up." She did not even look up from where she
had thrown herself across her properties. Once only she roused
when she heard him yell out in a final moment of disgust, "Well,
my dear Miss Flick, I have about come to the conclusion that
you have outlived your period of usefulness with this company
and if it's all the same to you, come to my office in the morning
and • I will give you your . passage back to N' York."
T,hat settled it. That night as she sauntered into the lobby
of the meager hotel, she treaded her way unevenly among the
crowds of loafers over to the telegraph desk and wired the news
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of her dismissal to her son, saying at the end, "Will wait for
news from you."
The troupe, which completed its engagement that night, went
on to the next stand, but she remained behind. Two days later
when she inquired at the desk for her mail she was handed a
special delivery. She could scarcely wait to sign, so anxious was
she to tear it open and devour the contents. As she almost ran
up the steps she thought pleasantly of their meeting in New York
and of the cessation of hostilities, at least for her, in the struggle for existence. Now for once in his life she might rest at
home with her son to cheer her declinig y,ears. She could do
the household chores, even her long occupati on on the road had
not robbed her of that precious knowledge. But she was at the
door of her room. She swung it wide and rushing across the .
room threw herself upon the bed and 'hastily tore open the letter.
It read:
·
DE AR "MoM" :-I received your telegram and was sure sorry .
to hear that you had lost your job. And just at the worst time,
too, because I was just about to ask you for fifty to help me.
along. You know I spoke once of Kittie, in my letters, didn't I? .
Well, she is the dearest little girl on earth, and "Mom," don't
worry now, because I know you will, but K'ittie and I were married last Friday. I intended to tell you beforehand, but I thought
jt would worry you. And "Mom," there is something else I for•
got to tell you, I have given up law because there are so many in
it now and I felt as if I should never succeed, so I just gave it
up. Now "Mom," before I close I want to tell you something
that I am sure will please you. You know Kittie can sing and
dance, she was at the conservatory, and you always told me I
was pretty nifty with my feet, so we are going into vaudeville.
Try and find another job, "Mom," and perhaps we may see eaoh
other soon, that is, if our circuits cross. Good-bye.
CHARLIE."

There are other tragedies, dear reader, in the rworld other
:than those in whioh death and oblivion are the "stars."

WHAT'S IN A NAME.
: J

s.
Rosalind or Clementine, Phyllis or Evangeline,
Call her by what name ye list.
What care we that names exist?
Words are naught while Youth bestoweth
Beauty's cup that overfloweth.
Sparkling like Burgundian wine.

IMMIGRATION.
W. T. Hall.

MMIGRATION is the most serious and perplexing question
before our government. The influx of foreign population
into America, who and where they are, whence they come,
and what, under our laws and liberties and influences, they are
likely to become is a subject as fascinating as it is vital.
The avernge citizen, especially of the South and West, does
not realize the great importance of the question. At first glance
it is appalling. Over a million aliens entered our ports last
year. Ellis Island alone has been known to receive over 18,000
in a single day. During the last five years over five million
have come. All this stupendous number has been received into
the open arms of liberty-loving America and our government
has fully .:.dopted them. Prior to the Civil War immigration attracted almost no attention, but, like a mighty river, the stream
has risen and widened as it flowed in fed by numerous tributaries from every nation. A million immigrants! It is a multitudinous procession of varied humanity; in tongue it is polyglot,
its dress is of every sort, and all religions and beliefs enlist their
number. It is a veritable army silently marching in on an
unprotected country. Well do we find ourselves wondering what
the future will be.
Gather the immigrants of 1910 alone and you could settle
eleven cities the size of Richmond (Va.), with people equipped
with language, customs, religion, dress, and ideas, which are not
American. The illiterates would fill a city the size of Louisville.
New York City has more Germans than any city in Germany except Berlin, twice as many Irish as Dublin, and more Italians
than either Naples or Venice. "The only colony," says Jacob
Riis, "you cannot find in New York is a distinctively American
colony." With the aliens of last year we could set~e the State
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of Connecticut and have a large remainder. We could more
than populate the States of Alaska, Arizona, N evado, Idaho,
Wyoming and Utah combined. The foreigners and their children at present number more than 35 per cent. of the inhabitants
of the United States.
Do you ask why they come? Expressed in a word it is
attraction-and
we might add expulsion and solicitation. America is the mighty magnet. With them America stands f?r liberty, freedom and the cry of the whole world seems to be, with
Patrick Henry, "Give me liberty!" We obtained our idea of
liberty from the Bible and Magna Charta; the world is getting
it from us, Freedom to make and save money, freedom of conscience, freedom of the press, are some of the chief attractions.
"American money," says Robert Watchron, "is the honey pot
that brin gs the alien flies." They come not becau se they love
us, but to better themselves.
The question that confronts us is whether this in-coming
tide of foreigners is to alienize us or whether we are to Americanize them. No two nations of people can long remain together
and each retain its own distinct characteristics.
Assimilation
will do its work. It may be regarded as a peril or a providence,
an ogre or an opportunity. The pessimist has his complaint and
the optimist has his justification. The pessimist would shut our
doors and let in everybody. The optimist sees . no danger, the
pessimist seems nothing but danger. Neither is right. The one
is as foolish as the other is wicked. We should not be biased in
our view. The alien is our brother. His soul is of the same
value as ours.
We must realize that we are face to face with this tremendous problem, not only that millions of them are here but millions more are coming. In order fully to do this you must go
to Ellis Island, New York, the main port of entrance to the
United States, and see the swarming hordes as they come in on
every boat, as they are examined by the officers of the Immigration Commission and pass out to make their homes somewhere
in fair America. They come from every nation and almost every
clime. Every language, every custom, every religion, every be-
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lief is represented. Men, women and children are there, old and
young, learned and illiterate, of all colors and classes and of almost every conceivable condition, except that of wealth or eminence. As you look down on this motley throng your mind
involuntarily runs back to the scene at the ancient tower of
Babel. If you would stand there for all the 365 days of the
year and see on an average of 2,8oo persons daily pass over to
our shores you might find yourself trembling for the future of
America. Every immigrant is a problem. A million and a,
quarter immigrants means a million and a quarter problems.
The litter from the back yards of Europe is being dumped
into the front yards of America. Her slums and v~st stagnant
reservoirs of degraded peasantry are being drained off on our
American soil. They are fleeing from religious, social and financial oppression. Scattering from the ports of entry they go into
our cities and hamlets threatening to uproot our homes, alienize
our children, parochialize our schools, and to control our g_overnment. They congest in great centres, and fqrm foreign colonies thus adding to the always increasing problems of the city.
The slums of our cities are but dead seas of illiteracy, pauperism, vice and crime, and, while the South and West are studying
the problem of attraction, the dumping ground of the North is
studying how to expel. New England is no longer Puritan, but
foreign. New York is no longer an American city, but a con"7
glomeration of sixty races.
.
Do you not find yourself asking what the future American
boy will be like after this mass has intermarried and become
one nation? You would come back to your Southland who
stands awaiting with open arms the arrival of the immigrant,
who she thinks will solve her labor problems and you would
warn her of the dangers of the oncoming army and of the problems it brings with it.
But if the incoming of a million aliens means a million
problems it means also a million opportunities.
Let the prejudiced remember that our fathers founded and dedicated this
country to the proposition that all men are created equal. Let
our country be the school mistress of the nations and make the
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great experiment here of free laws and educated labor the most
triumphant success that can possibly be attained. We have
only twenty-three persons to the square mile. We have almost
as easily as
boundless resources. We can nourish 200,000,000
90,000,000.
It is immigration that has brought our country to
its present position. Immigration has populated and is civilizing the earth. Every nation has contributed a part to civilization. All the nations that from time to time have lived in England have their portion in what we are proud to call our pure
English blood. You scratch not very deep in any of us before
you find a foreigner. We got our laws from the Romans, our
science and art from Greece, and our religion from the Hebrews.
With this glorious past, let us remember the brotherhood of
man and the value of the individual.
The solution of the problem can be seen at a glance to consist in two things; restriction and assimilation-restriction of the
undesirables, assimilation of the arrivals. President Roosevelt
says, "We cannot have too many of the right kind and we
should have none of the rwrong kind." The danger lies not
in numbers but in kind. We have a perfect right to debar undesirables. Europe has no right to clear her cess-pools at our
expense. If a citizen is undesirable for Europe he is undesirable for the United States. A person who is dangerous for
one country is . dangerous for another. We will welcome the
worthy, protect the patriotic, but there is no shelter in America
for those iwho would destroy the shelter itself. It is a peril
to be met by the government with peerless enforcement of
drastic and intelligent restrictive legislation and the exercise
of the highest and 'boldest form of statesmanship in dealing
with the nations. We are always "boosting" ·our supremacy as
a nation but intelligence is better than industry, morality is
better than money, brains are better than boilers, minds are
better than mills.
But the greatest of the two is assimilation, and herein lies
your duty and mine. The foreigner in his dark, almost heathen
home, has heard the call of America and has come. He is
here. He is one of us. He is here to better himself. Will we
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draw aside our skirts and pass by on the other side? When
we do it will be to our own hurt. Whether they remain foreigners or not depends more on us than on them. A man is foreign
not because he was born in a foreign land, but because he clings
to foreign customs and ideals. Distribution will go far toward
solving the problem of assimilation. The tendency has been t~
seek the city and to form colonies in the city. ,This is to their
own detriment as well as ours. If we send them out into this
broad land of ours where instead of congregating together they
will have Americans for their neighbors, the problem will be
almost solved.

THE VISION.
J. H. Donohue,

'12.

Down in the valley of shadows,
Peopled with phantoms of care,
Wandering ever in darkness
Haunted by dreams of despair;
When thru the gloom came a vision
A vision of beaut y and loveThe · valley lies calm in soft twilight,
Thru the deepening dusk flies a dove.

THE SCHOLAR AND THE CROCODILE.
(ADOPTED

FROM

MERY.)

s.
HIS title might seem to announce a fable, but what I am
about to elate is Gospel truth.
The city of Belfast, Ireland, is peopled with scholars.
Knowledge is as common there as cleverness among the French.
When I first landed in the city I was struck by the general
physiognomy of the passers-by; all the faces resembled geometrical figures.
Mr. Adamson was rich, though a scholar; yet he lacked happiness. Every morning when he awoke, he would ask himself
this question "Why didn't the explorer, Bruce, discover the Pepinsula of Meroe ?" Mr. Adamson studied Bruce 's map from the
Mountains of the Moon to Hermopolis, and was unable to find
that peninsula which the veracious Heroditus saw with his own
eyes, as I see you now. This failure caused the serious Irishman vast unrest.
One day he donned a pair of Dublin stockings andtook ship
for Egypt via St. George's Channel, England, the English ChanEn toute he did not connel, France and the Mediterranean.
descend to observe a thing. Ascending the Nile he neglected to
unheard-of discourtesy that
pay his respects to the Pyramids-an
produced no apparent effect upon those stolid monuments-and,
after four hours' stay in Cairo, he pursued his journey up to the
ruins of Karnak.
One day the heat was so intense at midday (as is natural
in the tropics), that Adamson allowed himself to be seduced by
the coolness of the Nile, and, for the first time in his life, decided to take a bath in the sacred river. A careful inspection
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of the neighborhood failed to discover a single living being.
'Dhere was not even a statue of one of the ancient gods of Egypt.
The river flowed on in silence, bathing on its left bank splendid
but nameless ruins.
Adamson, emboldened by the silence and absence of policemen, plunged into the clear waters of the Nile, after carefully
3:rranging his garments and his boots on the naked shore. He
then offered thanks to Nature, beneficent Mother, who thus placed
so cool a river beside such burning sands. As he surrendered
himself to · the luxury of the bath, and swam far from shore, he
heard an ominous breathing, and suddenly observed near him on
the surface of the water, yawning jaws adorned with massive
teeth, and two bloodshot eyes. Immediately, but too late, the
scholar recalled a fable that begins thus: "The dogs of Egypt
run as they drink from the Nile, from fear of crocodiles."
"O, canine wisdom!" exclaimed he, making the most violent
exertion, with hands and feet, to reach a little sandy island that
he saw farther on in the river. The assailant was, indeed, a
crocodile of the finest species-a collossal lizard, fiercer than lion
or tiger. The beast was rapidly making for the scholar who, despite his scholarly emaciation, presented a toothsome morsel for
the greed of a famished crocodile.
Adamson safely reached the shore of the little island, but
with the crocodile at his heels; he even imagined that he could
now and then detect a warm breath on the soles of his feet.
This breath had spurred him on. He touched bottom, but at the
moment when he was about to give full sway to his joy, he remembered that the crocodile is amphibious; so he embraced the
stem of a slender palm tree at hand, and climbed to the top with
the agility of a squirrel. Arranging his person as well as possible among the thick leaves, and making sure of a solid base,
he gazed down at the Nile. For a moment his eyes closed from
terror; the crocodile had emerged from the water, and was advancing towards the root of the palm tr~.
Immediately the
scholar racked his brains for everything written about crocodiles, and it occurred to him that he had seen somewhere that
fhese animals climb trees.
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"Oh," exclaimed he, "here those scholar friends of mine,
who make mistakes on every page, have gone wrong in this
case, too!"
'B ut at once he experienced a fresh thrill of horror, as he
recalled an article written by himself for the Belfast Review, in
which he had himself announced that crocodiles climb trees like
cats. Willingly would he have flung this article into the fire,
but too late, all Belfast had read it, it had been translated into
Arabic, and no author had refuted .it, not even in Egypt.
The ferocious beast reached the foot of the tree, and displayed a keen delight on discovering the swimmer through the
leaves. He made a circuit of the tree once or twice; looked
aga;n; then stopped as if to convert the siege into a blockade,
in view of the impossibility of capturing the place by assault.
Let us here do homage to genuine science! Despite Adamson's preoccupation of the moment, he felt a sharp attack of real
pain at the thought that his article had made a slip in natural
history, but he made solemn oath never to correct it, even sho uld
he miraculously escape from hi s present peril. The article had
proved conclusively that crocodiles climb tree s. He couldn't
possibly go back on that, even though he escaped from a crocodile through the inability of the beast to climb the tree. A scholar
must stick to his convictions lik e g rim death.
The position of the crocodile now gave cause for extreme
alarm. Stretched out its full length, it was braving the sun like
a lizard, and displayed not the slightest impatience. It was
awaiting the descent of the scholar, and the quivering of its tail
bespoke the intense foy .that the mere thought of the inevitable
feast aroused in it.
The scholar, on the other hand, was studying the habits of
the monster. Hours of a blockade consist of two hundred and
forty minutes, but they pass just as the other kind do; though
time walk on crutches, it still goes without halting.
The sun set as the evening before; the night fell after a
brief twilight, and the last reflected ray displayed to the scholar's straining eyes the crocodile in his horizontal and discouraging immobility.
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Conjuring up his recolle<;tions for a parallel situation, a consolation, or a glimmer of hope, Adamson hit on his countryman,
Robinson Crusoe, who from reasons of precaution passed the
night after his shipwreck in a tree. Doubtless the domicile of
the illustrious hermit was a palm tree; hence the practicability of
the lodging, though a hard one. Robinson goes so far as to avow
that he fell asleep. Besides, you know it is not unusual to ,find
beds in English inns as hard as the summit .of a palm treesalutary reflections that afforded some consolation to the anguish
of the wretched scholar of Belfast.
Adamson slept btit little that long night; he had several short
but stirring dreams; he dreamed that he was seated in the presence of the scholars of Belfast reading a paper with the object of
demonstrating that crocodiles, like the Sphinx, have no actual
existence, and that the Egyptians had discovered this fabulous
animal. At the end of this dream he thought that he received
on his cheeks a shower of crocodile tears. He awoke with a
start, and came in an ace of falling from his height upon the
tail of his snoozing guardian. This incident made him more
circum spect; he did violence to sleep, propping his eyelids with
his fingers to keep them from closing.
At sunrise, Adamson saw with despair that there was no
change in the state of blockade.
The mutterings of hunger
reached the ears of Adamson, too, and appeared difficult to appease. Two scholars, who might happen to be in a like predicament, would have drawn ready memories from the history of
sieges or of shipwrecks; the stronger would devour the weaker;
but Adamson was alone, and he shuddered to see famine combining with the blockade to effect his capture.
Among other things of which he had been in ignorance, this
scholar was not aware that palm trees bear savory fruit, on which
the Arabs have subsisted from the day of Adam, the first inhabitant of Arabia. Now, a ray from the rising sun, gleaming
through the massive leaves, disclosed to the view of the famished scholar great bunches of dates, and he ,vas not slow in
breakfasting on this providential fruit. After breakfast a queer
thought assailed him. He remembered an Egyptian book in
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which another scholar had proved that crocodiles are the natural
avengers of the depredations committed in Egypt by the barbarians. That appeared reasonable, thought he, for if crocodiles are not of service to avenge outrages, in heaven's name,
what is the good of the nasty creatures?
A burning thirst was consuming the scholar's breast-another unpleasant incident of the blockade Dates are great excitants to thirst. Where was water to come from? Wretched
Tantalus could see a great river beneath his feet, and yet he
perished of thirst. The Nile was babbling on ironically; it was
content with cooling the atmosphere, and would give no <lrop
nf ~ ater to the parching lips of the miserable scholar .
As he compared himself with his countryman, Robinson
Crusoe, he concluded that the whole advantage of the situation
lay with the latter. Robinson did, indeed, pass a night in a tree,
but he descended the next morning. Hle killed birds and ate
them; he drank clear water, walked under a parasol; built himself a dwelling, and never came on a crocodile!
That man for you, always whimpering over his misfortunes. But say, Adamson, does it improve matters at all for you
Alas, no! This
to be finding fault with a fellow-countryman?
that, on that
aware
man perched up in the palm tree was not
very day at the self-same hour, a poor French savant was gulped
down by a crocodile on the bank of the Nile. Men ought to
quit bewailing their lot. Silly asses!
At this moment light mists obscured the sun, and Adamson thrilled with delight, and counting on a heavy rainfall, was
already arranging his hands to catch the dew of heaven. His
ecstacy was of short duration. Unhappily Adamson's palm tree
was situated in a latitude where rain never falls. The crocodile
seemed to divine the tortures of the wise man of Belfast, and
gulped down great swallows of Nile water, all the time winking
in the direction of the tree. The monster's jests were insufferable. Adamson's disgust furnished fresh to his thirst. He cast
his eyes over the Nile in the hope of catching sight of a boat, and
of attracting the sailors by a cry of distress. The desert preserved the silence of death. Involuntarily the scholar's thoughts
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reverted to Robinson. "This hermit," said he to himself, "was
very wrong to murmur against a misfortune that to me seems
lucky. Yet, after all, my countryman had some good qualities.
He was a born inventor. He made himself bread, a parasol, garment~, and even a pipe. Privation made him inventive. Robinson would have found water on this palm tree even. Let's
·see how would he have gone about it?"
The scholar meditated for a long time on the invention of
me:ms of procuring water. At last he clapped his hands, as if to
applaud himself. He had thought out a p_rocedure that promised success. How little it takes to elate wretched human kind!
Proud of competing with his countryman, Robinson, Adamson
set to work at once. He stripped off several very long branches,
and bound them at either end by means of fibres detached from
the stem. This done, he awaited the moment when the crocodile was taking a little walk on the shore, and then dropped his
pump upon the bank of the river, where it absorbed a good deal
· of water throu gh the spongy leaves floating at the extremity .
This vegetable rope was finally drawn up with extreme care, and
his lips closed ravenously on the end leaves soaked with water,
sweet and doubly sweet.
Our scholar laughed with joy, and having nothing to do,
he renewed the experiment, unrestrainedly giving himself up to
all the excesses of intemperance to pay his lungs for the long
arrears of thirst. He was particularly jubilant at the idea of
mystifying the crocodile, who, indeed, fully deserved being duped
in this manner.
Secure of the two first necessities of life, Adamson remembered that he had suffered from the disagreeable coolness of
the previous night. The absence of all costume, in his quality of
swimmner, seemed advantageous during the tropical heat of the
day, but he had to think of clothing himself against the chill of
midnight. So he gathered a quantity of leaves of enormous
proportions, and, seating himself tailor-fashion, made himself a
vegetable suit, which, though not exactly in the latest Paris style,
was decidedly picturesque. Now, behold our hero lodged, clad,
fed and refreshed at the expense of Dame Nature!
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As he meditated on his good fortune, he noticed the crocodile at the foot of the tree, and the monster appeared incited by
some wicked imagining. The scholar was not mistaken. The
crocodile on his part had done some thinking.
Impotent to
carry the palm tree by assault or by blockade, he would have recourse to other means. The enormous teeth of the monster set
to work, and were gnawing the base of the tree with a desperate fury. He seemed to say "It's about the time this were done
with."
.With a shiver Adamson heard the cracking of the monstrous
jaws against the foundation of his habitation. He directed his
eyes to the base of operations; but, from his unfavorable position
unable to estimate the danger, he expected to see the tree collapse
at any moment, and his hair quivered under his bonnet of leaves
at the notion of being hurled into the jaws of the monster and
of entering into him as into a scaly tomb, unmarked by an epitaph to herald his virtues to the posterity of Belfast.
After several hours' exertion, the crocodile's jaws showed
signs of discouragement. He then resorted to another expedient-that of felling the tree with his tail of bronze. The tree
stood firm, but .the shocks were not reassuring to the scholar.
Every few minutes bunches of dates would become detached and
fall upon the crocodile's scales, and the monster would be
doubly infuriated, as in the case of a besieger who received a
projectile hurled from the battlements. This fall of dates presened another occasion of terror to Adamson. What would become of him if his whole supply of prvisions fell away thus?
( TO BE CONTINUED . )

'

TRUST.
B.
There's never a drop on the mountain top
But finds its way to the sea,
And it's always the acorn in dale or hill,
That starts the mighty tree.
There's never a sparrow that falls to earth,
Except the Father see,
Be they ever so small, God takes cc:re of all,
Is that not enough for me?
Perhaps in the shock of the battle's front
. Or the crash of the ships at sea,
'Mid the perils grim, where tl:e sight grows dim
And hopes and courage flee,
'Mid the swirl and rush, and the grime and crush
When our spirits long to be free,
E'en Death's cold chill-it is God's own will,
Is that not enough for me?
I

THE AWAKENING.

"c

G. W. B., '13.

OME on down to the Lone Star to-night, Kid,
there's goin' to be a big night down there and we
want you down to help in on the singin'."
"No, Pete, you know I've never been down there."
"O come .on, Kid, you don't have t' drink nothin', an' there
ain't anybody goin' to say nothin' to you as long as this little
pal can speak, an' he's got six mighty persuasive argyments."
"Pshaw, Pete, you know know I don't stay away because
I'm afraid to go down, but I'm saving up my money, and· next
to study
month I'm going back East to go to school,-going
law, you know."
"What! Y'ain't goin' to leave us sure 'nough, are you Kid?
We just can't let you do that. You ain't much on running with
us in our Hell <loin's, but out on the ranch you're all salt."
·"Pete, you don't know how I hate to leave the boys. You
all took me in when I came here an orphan, ten years ago,
and no man could have been treated whiter. Look here in my
watch, Pete, that's mother's picture, and she said for me to
work hard at what ever I undertook and to take good care of
little girl, she was adopted by some
poor little sister-poor
for the summer; but they went away
there
were
who
rich folks
and-and I think she's dead, Pete, I heard she was, and I've
never been able to find her. There's no one but me left, Pete;
but I'm saving my money to go to school and make a man out
of myself, like mother told me. You know how hard old Grimes
treated me after he adopted me and how I ran away ~nd came
out here, and you know how I've studied at nights since I've
been here, and now, old pard, there ain't anything left for me
to do but go on back East and make a place for myself, but
I'll never forget the boys; never."
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"Well, I ain't much on persuadin' an' I dunno now as I
would if I could; but here 's hopin' you'll make good, Kid, an'
the boys'll drink a toast to your good luck back East."
"Good-bye, Pete, good luck to you."
A month later, John Williams, or the Kid, as he was affectionately called by the ranchmen, started East to study law at
H--.
The cowboys showered hirn with little remembrances, and
the Kid's eyes grew misty as the train pulled away amid the
cheers and good wishes of his friends.
The loneliness of the first week was hard to bear. Words
would blur on the law books and instead of law terms the Kid
would see the dust and the swirl of the dashing broncos, and
the struggling, shuffiing mass of cattle being rounded up, and
could almost hear the snap and crack of the lariat or the sharp
whistle of the whirling lassoo. Sometimes he would sit at his
window and see the same stars that had 'been his friends on
many a wild gallop through the sparkling prairie air, and again
the wild longing for the life of the plains would seize him, but
strong was the will within him that held him to his duties.
One day the Kiel passed by as the head coach and the
captain of the foot ball team were standing by the gymnasium
talking over the coming game.
"See that man, Butler," said the coach. "Looks like good
stuff to me. Not an ounce of anything but muscle to him.
· Look him up and get him to come out. If he makes good,
we're needing him mighty bad on end."
· That evening Captain Butler found the Kid in his room,
and after introducing himself, explained the object of his visit.
"Just come out and try it anyhow," he urged.
"I'd like to," said the Kid, for he was won by the friendliness of the captain. "But I never played in my life and I'd be
as clumsy as a steer. Besides, I've got to put all my time on
law."
"O come off, old man. Neither excuse is good enough for
me to let you go without a try. Anyone can see that you're
used to out-door life. You can study all the harder by getting
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a little exercise, and its up to us to teach you the game. I'm
going to look for you at the gym at two-thirty, and I'll fix you
up in a suit. I'm going to look for you now, old man; get a
good night's sleep, and don't fail me to-morrow."
"All right," said the Kid slowly, "I'll try it anyhow."
The next day found Williams at the gymnasium at the
appointed time. He was fitted out and put to work on the
second , team, under the supervision of an assistant coach, and
the head coach and captain occasionally found time for a kindly
word of advice. Anxious to please his new friends, Williams
made up his lack of experience and his awkwardness by his
vim and aggressiveness. His wrestling bouts with the cowboys
and his practice in bronco-busting _had given him agility of
movement and muscles of iron, and the coaches smiled approvingly as he would now and then break through the defence
and spill the interference.
Such was his progress, that in a few days he was transferred to the position of end on the 'Varsity squad, and it was
not long before he was able to handle a forward pass like a
veteran. After the first game or two, the papers were full of
the prowess of the "Wonder of the W ooly West," as they
styled him. His friendly nature coupled with his modest reserve
soon won him many friends among the students, and they, in
turn, made him acquainted with a large number of their girl
friends.
"Get on your glad rags to-night, Williams," said Butler,
one afternoon after practice, "I want you to go with me to a
party the Shelton's are giving."
"All right, Captain, thanks, I'll be delighted to go," said
the Kid as he turned into the locker rooms.
Soon after their arrival at the party Butler introduced Williams to Margaret Shelton, and-well, the rest of the evening
was a blank to him. The wonderful charm of her soft musical
voice and the tender light in her dark-brown eyes, held him
entranced. A strange yearning that was akin to nothing he had
met on the plains took possession of him. Some mysterious bond
seemed to have always linked his soul to hers. Somewhere in
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the dim past, when their souls had met in the land of spirits0 bother the Indian notions,-here she was with all the beauty
and charm of young girlhood and the time was the .present.
He tried to act calmly and rationally, and yet when she looked
at him his heart bounded out of time and he could only murmur confused replies to her questions. Still she did not seem
to find him an uninteresting talker. The moments whirled by
rapidly and before he realized it the hour for leaving arrived .
. His companion wondered at his strange silence during the walk
home, and the friendly stars winked at each other and twinkled
down on a still figure seated by a window long after the trainer's
rules had specified that all candidates for the football te·am
should be in bed.
There were many long afternoons of weary practice and
there were many moonlight nights, and the K•id, as he was called
by everyone, felt that he lived as he had never lived before.
Sometimes they would talk of the games, and at other times he
would tell her of the wild free life of the West, of the joy and
thrill of the mad ride down the wind or the camp fire on the
prairie with the heavens for a canopy and the owl and coyote
for companions; but of the friendless life he had led before
going out West he never said a word.
Thus the time wore on, and the day came for the great
game of the season. The grandstand was filled with thousands
of cheering supporters of the team, but the Kid's eyes saw only
one little figure nestled up against the central pillar as they
trotted out on the field. In the first half each team was testing
the strength of its opponent and charge met charge and end and
backs dived into plays that threatened to sweep around their
ends. Back and forth the two teams struggled and the end
of the first half found them near the center of the field. The
intermission was soon over and again the two teams were hurling themselves aga.inst each other. On both sides there followed a bewildering series of line plunges, passes, and trick
µlays in quick succession, calling for all the ingenuity and skill
possessed to keep the opposite side from scoring. Even the iron
muscles of the Kid began to grow weary and mechanically he
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plunged again and again into the plays, hardly hearing the
signals, struggling, stumbling, with one thought, that somewhere
a pair of brown eyes were watching him and they must win
the game for her sake. Thus the game wore on, and with but
a minute to play, the Kid heard his signal for a forward pass
called. He shot ahead, turned, and received the ball and was
off. Stiff-arming the end and dodging the back, left but the
quarterback between him and the goal. Stooping low, he
hurled himself forward, and such was the impetus of his rush
that he carried the man back with him and fell with the ball
touching the goal line. Captain Butler sent the ball between the
posts and the score was 6 to o.
That night he and Margaret went for a long stroll in the
moonlight, and again the stars twinkled knowingly to each other
as he told her the old story, age old, and yet new.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The session passed quickly and at last the day that had
been set came around.
He had dropped in to see her in the morning and after a
few blissful moments he took out his watch as he prepared to go.
"Oh, darling, I've never shown you Mother's picture, have
I?" he said, as he unfastened the back of the case, "She died
when I was real young; but even now I often see her in my
dreams, just as she looks in the picture."
"Oh, Jack, I'd be delighted to-heavens! where did you get
this, why-Oh mother! mother-Jack!"
"Sister!"

THE REALM OF DREAMS.

s.
The souls that linger in the mystic Past,
Through alchemy suffuse the barren world
With mellowed glamour of an Age of Gold.
And luring fancies from the crystal depths
Along the brink of fairy streams they stray,
Amid the fragrance of the asphodel,
With ear intent upon the magic notes
That drift from out the ports of Paradise.

t

LONDON COFFEE-HOUSES.
Virginia Sydnor, '13.
0, the men's clubs are not an invention of the present day .
where old bachelors and henpecked husbands may chat
and smoke away those few precious hours when their
business cares repose in desk drawers. No, indeed, these mascu..,
line gatherings trace their lineage back many years, ,even cen~
turies, back into that golden age when there were no suffragette
wives, who with their mighty weapon, tongue, drive the poor
husbands to the club to seek peace and safety, solace and comfort. But long, long years ago, in the little English town of
its birthand otherwise-had
Oxford, the first club-smoking
of
middle
the
about
coffee-house
a
of
day in the establishment
the seventeenth century.
Men are naturally a talkative, argumentative set, and because the little club afforded such great opportunities in this
field, it grew and prospered. Although at first there was much
opposition shown them, yet, in a short time they had sprung up
and spread over the ,whole of England. They were very fortunate irt finding such great favor among the sex in London.
W~en a man wants a thing he usually finds some excuse for
having it. As a result there were three thousand coffee-houses,
it is said, in London at one time. Well might it have been
called "the city of coffee-houses."
However great the number, they were all more or less alike.
Gathered around a roaring log fire, a company of muchly bewigged and powdered Whigs or Tories smoked, argued, gossipped, and verbally distributed the latest news before it could
possibly get into print. Another congregation of less serious
minded individuals sat a little way back, drinking their dishes
of coffee and jesting with the pretty bar-maid, who received
their attentions in a manner most demure. Yes, as a rule, it
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is safe to say that their dishes contained coffee but sometimes
they varied into sherry, pale ale, or punch. Coffee pots, large,
small, and middle sized, stood around the open fire to keep hot,
for the numerous visitors strolled in at all hours of the day
and with masculine exaction demanded that their dishes of
coffee should be steaming. The generaJy accepted hours, however, for this social gathering were from ten to twelve o'clock
in the morning and four to nine in the evening; but, I dare
say, the latter hour could tell the longest tale, should the two
compete . · As perceptible as the fumes of the coffee were, yet
they did not impress one first upon entering. Smoke, smoke
everywhere! the odor was almost stifling. Although the walls
were hung with the most gorgeous and showy pictures, their
beauty faded behind such a dense mist. After a newcomer was
once seated, though, he added one more little curl of smoke
to the great cloud and forgot that he was already nearly choked.
No doubt, the tales told by the men of letters were decidedly
stupid to the bankers and grocers, and those of the business
men entirely too commonplace and unesthetic to be given audience by the literary lights. Anyway, as time went on, the
clergyman, the politician, the lawyer, the merchant, and every
other profession adapted some special coffe-house as its headquarters. Here, as in a haven of bliss, they discussed religious
doctrines, the latest political move, and all other subjects, each
man according to his own taste . But no matter what the allabsorbing topic was, they managed to find time to gather the
current news of the day, and to convert themselves into reill,
live, talking newspapers.
"There's nothing done in all the world
From monarch to the mouse,
But •every day or night 'tis hurl'd
Into the coffee-house.
You shall know there what fashions are,
How periwigs are curled,
And for a penny you shall have
All novels in ~he world."
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One of the gatherings, however, deserve special attention.
Numerous references are made to it by the authors of the
time, in fact, so many that it seems familiar even to us. I refer
to Will's Coffee-house. This haunt was sacred to polite letters.
Here the talk was about political justice and the unities of time
and place. Here was a faction for Perrault and the moderns,
a faction for Boileau and the ancients. But above the throng,
Dryden was the cynosure of all eyes. The greart press was to
get near his chair. To bow to him, to have his opinion on the
latest literary treatise was considered a privilege. A pinch
from his snuff box was an honor sufficient to turn the head of
any young enthusiast. The frequenters of Will's were described
as being "conceited if they had but once the honor to dip a
finger and thumb in Mr. Dryden's snuff-box, it was indeed,
enough to inspire 'em rwith true genius of poetry and make
'em write verse as fast as a taylor takes stitches." Hither,
Pope at twelve years of age persuaded his friends to bring him
that he might look upon the great poet of his childish veneraition, whom he af:t:eirwands describes "a plump man, with a
down look, and not very conversable."
Because of the convenience of the coffee-houses to make
appointments in any part of the town, and to pass evenings
socially at a very small charge-usually
a penny-their
popularity did not wane. The court had long seen with uneasiness
th ·e growth of this new power in the state, and an attempt was
made during Danby's administration, to close them. But men
of all parties missed their accustomed place of resort so much
that there was a universal outcry. The orders for their discontinuation were soon repealed and the landlords recovered their.
licenses, on promising to use their utmost endeavor to stop
seditious talk and the circulation of scandalous papers, books,
and libels.
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EDITORIALS.
For the first time we take up our pen with the power and
license of an editor. Since the fated day of selection we have
looked forward to this day with dread, even fear,
FOREWORDbut, nevertheless, with a certain degree of pleasure.
It is our purpose to give the time ,and talent we
might possess to make -this the best, most representative magazine possible ; to keep from its pages anything of immoral or
controversial tendency; to make each issue better than the last.
From the editorial world, in general, we ask only that you
receive this, our first attempt, with all love and charity. You
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can •best see our faults and limitations. Deal with us patiently;
pardon our blunders; excuse our mistakes; by your helpful criti- .
cism, aid us to become what we aspire to be and to fill our niche
in this, the collegiate world. \To that little world centered around
those historic buildings "way out on Grace street" we would
have another word. Listen to this plain statement of facts.
Whether you desire it, yes, whether you permit it or not, you
have been judged and are to be judged in the college world by
that monthly production, the college magazine. Good or bad,
creditable or otherwise, it is the standard by which you are
judged and properly so. What would you have THE MESSENGER
be? · Plainly speaking it is "up to you/' "Up to you" whether
you be literarily inclinep. or not, whether you be made matriculate or co-ed, law or academic; this is your responsibility. It
is the work of the editors to receive or reject, classify and clip,
smooth and polish, criticize and re-word. Remember that every
member of the staff is ready, willing and desirous to render assistance to any would be contributor. Let us make THE MESSENGERa dual, a mutual benefit. Come to us with your articles,
your criticism and your suggestions. It would be a mere waste
of time to tell you why you should cultivate your literary talent
for that has been conclusively shown on innumerable occasions.
In the past this criticism has found voice. Our college
publications have been too much the work of the literary trust,
if it may so be called. They are the work of ten or a dozen men
who take a delight in and make a specialty of this kind of work.
Far be it from the mind to depreciate the value of their work, for
often has the Editor had occasion to rise up and call them blessed.
The work of ten men, however, cannot be representative. You
are needed to make THE MESSENGER
representative.
At this period of the year, when the grass is becoming
green, when the trees are clothing themselves in their verdure,
when the bird sings his lay to his new-found
CONCERNING mate, when the mind reverts to last sumCoMMENCEMENT.mer's pleasures and dissipations, then it is
that our thoughts desert the calculus and
Anglo-Saxon and we begin to count impatiently the remaining
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days of the session. It is perfectly natural that after nine months
of strenuous work and worry, you should be desirous of leaving
the scene of work, but there is an obligation, a higher obligation
that you owe to yourself and the college. You SHOULDstay to
commencement. ,The underclass men say that they can derive
no ,benefit or pleasure from that period ; that it :will be time
squandered. Only those who are ignorant of conditions, those
whO' do not know the full value and significance of Commencement will ever think that such is the case. Resolve to remain
here a few days longer and show the numerous alumni who return for that week that the personnel of the student body of Richmond College has steadily improved. _Stay and show the graduating class, men whom you have known and been associated with
for one, two, or three years, that you feel a personal interest in
this, their "commencement" of real life. Consider well that it is
your last opportunity to know the student body of 19II-12.
Lastly,- if you do stay, by the sights that you will see and the
things you will hear you will be filled with a greater zeal, a
greater desire to remain in college and attain that goal of a collegiate career-a colfegiate degree.
The Fire! The Fire! Generation after generation of students come, make their bow and pass out into oblivion. They
are forgotten, but their work remains. For some
A PRESSING years to come, however, the scholastic gray-beards
NEED
will tell of conditions in the good old days when
Ryland Hall was the center of college activities.
Small thanks to Prometheus for bringing to man that fire which,
·during the Christmas holidays of 1910, robbed the students of
Richmond College of their most valuable asset. Many of the
men 'who entered college several years ago remember the entrance hall and how groups wotild congregate there at all hours
of the day. There were discussed questions of local, State and
national interest. Th~re foundations of friendships were laid
which friendships are now the joy and the most valuable rememberance of many a former student. i'fhe student body as a
whole, though they may be unconscious of it, are ,craving a place
to supply this loss; a place where a larger, broader acquaint-
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anceship may be cultivated. If some central place could be provided as an assembly room, a club room, a loafing room, if you
wish, the benefit derived would be invaluable to the general goodfeeling and college spirit which at present is generally conceded
to be woefully lacking.

AS OTHERS SEE US.
"The Unfit," in THE RICHMONDCOLLEGEMESSENGER,
very
aptly and forcibly brings to us the terrible truth of the oppression of the poor, the strife between capital and labor. "Faith"
is an interesting sketch of college life and is written in a very
pleasing style. "The Heart Av a Celt" deserves mention.-The

Leslian Herald, January.
The November issue of THE RICHMONDCOLLEGEMESSENGER reached us late, and we have not yet received the December
number. This issue, as before, has too little verse; otherwise
it is good . "The Unfit" is not to be criticized by us, as we
do not feel capable of offering any criticism of a story which
has won the Intersociety Writer's Contest. "Faith" and "The
Price" are two interesting stories, and both present realities;
yes, sad realities, which confront all young men, when they
become entangled in so-called "puppy-love" affairs Wiith the
fair sex.-The Hampden-Sidney Magazine, February.

Have you read the February number of THE RiICHMOND
COLLEGEMESSENGER? If not, read it upon the very first opportunity. You rwill find a variety in · it which gives it the true
·spice of life. The poems it contains, 'tis true, are all more or
less mechanically imperfect, yet they contain the real poetic
feeling. In "The Maniac'' the highest degree of metrical perfection is reached, yet i,t is inferior of the three poems contained in THE MESSENGER. In what lies the characteristic feature of true poetry anyway? One says, in the arrangement of
its verse and regularity of meter. Another, in its diction, its
suggestive language. And another, in its depth of feeling. And
so on; but the truth ,is, neither of these alone is a mark of
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genuine poetry, any more than tones, time beats, etc., are alone
necessary for perfect music. Of the three poems of THE MESSENGER"The Manicles" is our preference.
The stories, "The Return," "The Way to Dusty Death"
and "E'en in Our Ashes Live Their Wonted Fires," are all
good, and the latter-well, "it is one on us." Its descriptive
touch and suggestive atmosphere are excellent. Yet it is hard
to dispel that ever present consciousness that departed spirits
never make literary contributions. Also, "The Way to Dusty
Death" shows deep insight into woman's heart.
However, in the other story, "Man Proposes, But-" did
the artist reach his goal or not? Evidently he aimed to make
the reader laugh, by narrating a most ridiculous episode, but
rather causes disgust? Also, did he succeed in the use of his
brogue ? We fear he did not.
The essay work is of ,the highest order, and the one on
"Chinatown in New York-A Chinaman's View," is especially
are to be congood. On, a whole the editors of THE MESSENGER
Emory and Henry Era, March.
gratulated.-The
We hail with delight the arrival of THE MESSENGER
from
the Richmond College. As usual, it is up to its standard of
excellence. Among the stories we read with delight was "The
Return," written by an alumnus of P. H. S. The views of Ah
Fong Yeung, a native of Canton, China, now a graduate student in Columbia University, are well worth the reader's praise
Missile, March.
and attention.-The
THE RICHMOND COLLEGEMESSENGERis attractive in all
its make-up. The verse is especially good, and the stories
above the average. "The Return" is one of the best stories
found in all of this month's exchanges. It has a parallelism in
its development that is excellently worked out. "The Way to
Dusty Death" shows merit. A popular subject forms the basis
of the plot. The author of "The Fire Dragon" must surely
have an understanding of the Chinese customs and superstitions,
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the story is well founded. "Man Proposes But-" is tolerably
Baylor
amusing, but otherwise has not much merit.-The
Literary, March.
, THE RICHMONDCOLLEGEMESSENGER
is unusually good this
month. There is hardly enough verse, but otherwise the magazine should be congratulated.
"Love and Passion" deserves
special mention for the way in which it is written. It is quite
ampden-Sidney Magazine, March.
interesting throughout.-H

CAMPUS NOTES.
H. R . E .,

'12.

The regular monthly meeting of the Athletic Association, on
March 4, 1912, was one of the most important ones held this
session. At thi1, meeting, the new Constitution, as decided in
the meeting of the previous month, was read, the changes noted,
and approved by the Association. One of the innovations was
the clause providing for a Nominating Committee, whose duty
shall be to select candidates for the various offices, and post
their names in conspicuous places a certain time before each
election, for the benefit of those holding the franchise. This
plan has been adopted at many of the Colleges in the State,
and it is hoped that it will meet with the same success here
as elsewhere. The new Constitution, as approved, will not go
into effect until the beginning of the next Session, so we will
not have opportunity this year to put any of its provisions into
operation.
Hundley: Well, did you hold a session with your father?
O'Neill: Yes, I had him pass some appropriate bills.
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In the interests of the classes in Education, Prof. T. A.
Lewis, of the Department of Philosophy, invited Dr. Earle
Barnes, Professor of Philosophy at Leland Stanford University,
to speak at College on different phases of Educational Work,
especially as regards the training of children. Dr. Barnes gave
three lectures in the Chapel, and was listened to with pleasure
not only by those students of Education who are matriculated
here, but by many residents of the city. His remarks were
highly instructive, and should be greatly beneficial to all his
auditors. It was rumored about the campus · that Dr. Barnes
is an ardent supporter of Woman Suffrage, but the authorities
on "dope" have agreed not to treasure this against him.
Ko ontz met C. Winfr ee on the Campus, and the latter was
smoking some "real good" tobacco.
Said Koontz (drawing his pipe): Winfree, have you got
a match?
He received one, but that was all.
Koontz: I declare, I believe I left my tobacco in my room.
Winfree: Well , you. might as well give me back my match.

One of the most enjoyable lectures this Spring was Dr.
Mitchell Carroll, of Washington, D. C., Secretary of the National Archreological Society. His lecture was illustrated with
slides showing excavations made in some of the far Eastern
countries, and some of the treasures gleaned therefrom. Much
interest was aroused among his auditors, and a branch of this
Society has been established in Richmond.

The College was honored this last month by two very distinguished visitors-Dr.
Niotobe, of the University of Japan,
who has been spending some time in this country, and Dr.
Finch, Professor of Latin at the University of Virginia. Both
of these gentlemen delivered addresses in the Chapel, which were
very much enjoyed.
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!Miss L. Gary (watching Senior-Rat Baseball game): How
many more innings are there?
McManaway: Three, I think.
Miss Gary: And will the game be over then?
On Friday, March 29th, the annual debate between the
Mu Sigma Rho and Philologian Literary Societies was held in
tne College Chapel. The question was "Resolved, That the
women in Virginia should be given the Suffrage, " supported
by the Mu Sigs on the affirmative, and the Philologians on the
negative. The latter side won, and now there is no hope for
Woman Suffrage in Virginia.
Coffman: So, Jesse, you're going to Texas this summer, are
you? They tell me it gets as high as 125 degrees in the shade
there.
J. Moore: You don't think I'm fool enough to stay in the
shade all the time, do you?
Little Tip ( in Rat Class meeting) : Mr. President, I think
we ought to vote on this question by approximation .
Wonder what he meant?
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, lately of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, delivered a series of two lectures in the College
Chapel on April 2nd and 3rd, disclosing some of the frauds
practiced by the large packing houses and other wholesale ·
houses, and detailing some of his efforts in behalf of "Pure
Food and Drugs," and the results of them. Dr. Wiley is an
interesting, pleasant speaker, humorous and witty, with a fund
of anecdotes. Most of them, he said, true, or at least, founded
on facts. Not only is he an eminent scientist, but formerly he
has been Professor of Latin, of Greek and other classical subjects, all of which he has at as ready command as his science.
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Henry Powell : Come on, Dick; don't you know when
you've got enough ?
Dick Richards : Henry, I never know anything when I've
got enough.
John Harwood: Do you expect to spend a pleasant Easter,
Dick?
Dick Vaughan: I ought to, that's all I've got left to spend.
Peter Wilson (approaching young lady's house): I see a
fire in the grate.
Vaughan Gary (brilliant, as usual) : That's gratifying,
ain't it?
N ote.-They used chloroform on him.

The Oratorical contest between the two Literary Societies
was held in the Chapel, Friday night, April 12 when three men
from the Philologian Society, and two from the Mu Sigma
Rho contested for the medal, which was won by Frank Gaines,
of the Philologian Society.

Peter Wilson (again) : Ain't it funny? There were three
Jaspers from one Society, and two lawyers from the other,
contesting for the medal, and not a single human being among
them.
Among the visitors on the Campus the past month were
Gulick, '10, and W. M. Lodge.

J. F.

:Or. Bingham (in Chem. A.): "The precipitate in the filtrate
is due to the presence of some electrolite in the filter-paper."
Miss Sands ( with all .earnestness) : "Doctor, what is the
electric light doing there?"
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McManaway (seriously): "I :wonder why Griffith laughed
so uproarously at "Fredericksburg" Cole's witticisms."
"Judge" Jenkins (R~t, seeking information): "Why do the
names of "Big" Davis and Dr. Thomas appear so often in
Campus Notes ?" Query.

G. W. B., '13.

In the balmy days that have followed the severe winter
weather, the Baseball Fever has attacked the College and Coach
McNeill has had a large squad, from which to select his team.
Not only are there applicants for the various positions on the
'Varsity, but the students participate in "scrub" games that
count as much in the way of exercise as the 'Varsity games,
and are a great aid in developing men to be drafted for the
College Team. The different class teams have also met in one
or two contests, of the struggle which shall decide to which
class the Championship Cup shall be awarded.
The College has already played five of the games scheduled
for the present season, the opening one being with the Richmond Professionals. Gwathmey did the twirling in this game,
and did most excellent work, the other members of the team
supporting him well. Of course, nobody expected us ,to win
from them, and everyone was satisfied with the showing we
made against them, and the final score, 8 to 2, in favor of the
Professionals-but
suppose the game had been called in the
sixth inning, score 2 .to I in our favor?
On April 4th, rwe played Fredericksburg College at Richmond. Fredericksburg started out with a three-base hit, and the
man scored, but this · must have been the inspiration .the Spiders
needed, for Fredericksburg didn't get an opportunity to score
again for several innings. Some of the students of Calculus who
were able to keep count, tell us the final score was 17 to 4, in
favor of the Spiders.
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V. M. I. being unable to play us on April 9th, we played
the R!ichmond Collegians instead, a team composed of former
stars on college teams. 'The fates were against us, however, and
we were unable to bring back another scalp. On the 13th of
A,pril we played the Union Theological Seminary at Ginter Park.
Our team was in exceptionally good form that day, and played a
snappy game from start to finish, overcoming the fast team of the
Theologs by the score of 5 to 2. This team held HampdenSidney to a small score, and the prospects against the boys from
H.-S. look fairly bright for our team.
- On - April 17th, we played an exhibition game with Randolph-Macon at Ashland . Somehow or other, the latter put the
double-cross on us, and beat us 9 to 3. The Spiders seemed to
have lost their power, for a brief time, over their ancient foes,
and could not pull thems elves together and show how we really
play ball. However, if the superstition that who loses the exhibition game wins the championship games be well founded
(and why not?) the Yellow Jackets may take their last glance
at the cup, for it will calmly repose within the confines of. its
proud possessor, Richmond College-we hope. Let everybody
get behind the team and boost, boost, boost, and show that
Richmond College can put out a team that can really do things,
and do them up in style.
The remaining games of the season are as follows :
April 17.-Randolph-Macon,
(exhibition), at Ashland.
April 18th.-University of South Carolina, at Richmond.
April 24th.-Virginia
Military Institute, at Lexington.
April 25th.-Washington
and Lee, at Lexington.
April 26th.-Virginia
Christian College, at Lynchburg.
tA.pril 27th.-University
of Virginia, at 01.arlottesville.
April 3oth .-Roanoke College, at Richmond.
May 2d.-Hampden-Sidney,
(championship), at Farmville.
May 8th.-William
and Mary, (championship), at Richmond.
May 13th.-Randolph-Macon,
(championship), at Richmond.
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May 15th.-Richmond Blues, at Richmond.
May 18th.-William and Mary, (championship), at Williamsburg.
May 22d.-Hampden-Sidney,
(championship),
at Richmond.
May 27th.-Randolph-Macon,
(championship), at Richmond.

ALUMNI NOTES.
W. B. Miller,
"0, look, sir, look, sir!

'12.

Here is more of us."
-The Tempest.

A custom established some years ago calls for the return
at each commencement of the members of the classes of fifty,
twenty-five, ten and five years previous. These alumni assemble
annually for this visit to their alma mater, and for class banquets
and reunions. This year the classes of '62, '87, '02 and '07, are
to ·be our visitors.
When we delve into the archives of the college we find that
there was no class of fifty years ago, as the college was, at that
time, dosed on account of the war. In 1887 five men took the
M. A. degree, as follows: T. R. Corr, now a college professor in
Okla:homa; H. F. Cox, a high school principal in Virginia; W.
C. Robinson, a college professor in Louisiana; R. C. Stearnes,
Secretary Virginia State Board of Education; R. D. Tucker, a
physician in Virginia. Eight men received the B. A. degree
that year: A. M. Austin, a merchant in Tennessee; R. G. Austin,
' Tennessee, deceased; C. A. Folk, banker, in Tennessee; A. H.
Hill, Superintendent of Schools, Virginia; J. B. Loving, high
school teacher, Virginia; J. P. Massie, physician, Virginia; C. D.
Roy, physician, Georgia; W. C. Scott, deceased, ,was a lawyer
in Louisiana.
Twenty -five men composed the class of 1902, as follows:
Those taking M. A. degree, W. E. Lowe, minister, Kentucky;
J. P. McCabe, Jr ., minister, Virginia; W. G. Williadis, university professor, Louisiana. Taking B. A. were T. T. Belote, college professor, Ohio; W. H. Carter, minister, Virginia; W. D.
Cox, Virginia, deceased; P. P. Deans , lawyer, Virginia; C. H.
Dunaway, high school principal, Virginia; Goodwin Frazer, min-
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ister, Virginia; C. A. Jenkins, minister, Louisiana; W. G. Williams, Louisiana, who received both B. A. and M. A'. · degrees
the same year, according to regulations since abandoned. The
B. S. degree was conferred on cme man, R. S. McFarland, now a
minister in Virginia. Twelve men received the degree of B. L.
as follows: . E. L. Lee, now practicing law in Alabama; R. E.
Cabell, in the U. S. Internal Revenue Service, Washington, D.
C.; Howard G. Spenser, now a minister in Virginia; the others
are all practicing law, as follolws: L. B. Cox, Virginia; J. T.
DeHart, Tennessee; C. B. Garnett, Virginia, a member of the
.La;w Faculty of Rieihmond College; _E. M. Gath~right, Virginia;
C. H. Gul;'ner, Alabama; ~- N. Poll~rd, Virginia; C. A. Siµ.clair, Virginia;
E. H. Williams, Virginia; R. E. Williams, Vir" J,
giqia.
,
·
Five year,s a~o tl~t;re:"ere forty men jµ the graq.u,~ting class.
R. E. Ankers, M. A., is in the insurance busiqess ,jn Virginia;
p. J. Carver, ¥· .A., is a coqege proft;ssor in plinpis. The ·B.
A. -degree was conferred upon twenty-six graduates, as foll9ws:
,Miss ';µ~ia. Gay Barnes, '.r;io'w , m~rried and living ~n Virginia; W .
.0 . .Bea,zl.ey,minister, Pennsylvania; W. D. ,Bremm.er, minister,
,,V,irginia; Miss Mari~ E. :j3rist'o"'., _teacb~r, Virginia; G. L.
,Doughty, lawyer, Virginia; P. _C. Flippin, graduate . student,
Johns Hopkins University; J. T. Fitzgerald, minister, Tennes_see ; H. :B. Handy ,' graduate .student, ,Johns Hopki~s Univ~rsity;
~-·G. Harvyood, ~inis~er, Virginia; ,T. E. Hughes, dentist, North
Carolina; H. T. Kidd, busjness, Virginia; C. L. Leake, business,
,Virginia; C. W.-Owen, ~igh s~poi;,l t~~cher, Virginia; F. M .
. Sayre,. cbem.iGalengineer, Plinois; J.M. Shue, high scl)ool t~acher,
V.irg~nia; Miss Hattie Smith, college ·profes~or, Virginia; .B.
C. Snead, lawyer, New York; T.E. Talman, banker, V,}rginia;
L. W. Throckmorton, lawyer, Virginia; Miss Minna S. Thal. himer, m.arried, New York; C. D. Wade, graduate student, Harvard; J . .B. Webster, missionary, China; G. C. White, . business,
:Virginia; W. fl. Yancy, lawyer, New Yprk. Three men r.e,ceiv(Xiti}e,B. S. degree: W. tr. Bro,wn, ~aduate student, Johns
_Hopki~s .Un!versjty; R. H. Garrett, engineer, Virginia; F. M.
Sayre, . who received B. A. the same year.
,I·
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There were nine graduates of the Law School : York Q:oleman, lawyer, ·West Virginia; P. W. James} miiiiste"r, graduating ,
this · year at Lotiisvil1e Seminary; J. S.· Kahle,'1iwyer, . West Virginia; - R. R Parker, lawyer', Seattle, Wash.; Earl Riley, de-ceased. The other four are practicing ' law in Virginia: Geo.
Mortorl, 0. P. Walker, G. B. White and C. G. Wilson.
Rev. E. W. Robertson, 'o6-'09, pastor of a courttry field near
K~llar, Va., was visiting his two brothers in· coll~g:e'recently.
Rev. ]'. H. Franklin ; pastor for s-ix years at Colorado
Springs, Col., has accepted die position of Secretary of the American Baptist Foreign Missionary Society, which was recently, offered to him at a meeting of the' Board irt Chicago: He wa-s· a·
student here for three years, leaving college in '95.
E. V. Riddell, M. A., '98, is representing the American ' National Life Insurance Company of tynchburg.
He was writing
up some of the students recently.
Dr. Mitchell Carroll, M. A., '88, , now engaged ih the work
of the National Archreological Society, delivered an illustrated
lecture on the subject of his work in the College Chapel last
month. Dr. Carroll was Professor of Greek in Richmond College for two years.
Dr. Allen W. Freeman, B. S. '99, who is one of the most active agents in the advancement of public health in Virginia and
the South, recently delivered an address before the college on
the subject of public health as a life work.
Robert Bowling, B. A. '10, who is now a student in Colgate Theological Seminary, was on the campus among old
friends recently.
W. L. O'Fla:herty, B. A., 'II, ran down for the week end
from Fork Union recently.
Merle Nellist, '09-'II , has moved his law dffice from Keysville, Va., and has formed a partnership with a local attorney.
They will have one office in Richmond and one in Amelia C. H .,
Virginia.
R. H. Willis, B. L., '03, is associated with Judge Hairston,
of Roanoke, in the defense of the Allens in Carroll County. He
won the Orator's Medal of the College in his senior year.
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Rev. W. E. Gibson, B. A., '97, has recently taken charge
as pastor of the Broaddus Memorial Church, Richmond.
Rev. R. T. Marsh, '90-'94, of Nashville, Tenn., has accepted
the offer of the Woman's College Campaign Committee, and will
enter upon the service this month. He comes highly recommended, after very successful pastoral work in South Carolina
·
and Tennessee.
William V. Thaves, B. L., '04, who is now Commonwealth
Attorney at Nowata, Okla., has recently won a signal victory
over attorneys representing the Standard Oil interests. He is being warmly lauaed by the people of the district from which he is
He is a native
ai candidate for Congress for the fall election.
of Amelia County, Va.
Jos. F. Gulick, B. A., '10, paid a visit to his Alma Mater
after the close of his school in Dickinson County, where he has
been principal for two years. H'e is greatly interested in the
development of Southwest Virginia.

' .

u •,. ..

l ..

G. V. McManaway,

'12.

The warm breezes which are bringing to our window the
odor of buds and fresh leaves and grass from the campus beneath are reminding us that the time has come when we can
speak aloud the boast which we have heretofore never dared
to whisper. All through the winter we have suppressed the
longing to share our secret with others, for we feared that the
record which we cherished and of which we desired to brag
might be broken at any time; but now spring has come and we
fear no longer. Not one magazine that has come to our desk
has engaged in sentimental slush about the "beautiful snow!"
We are glad of this, even though it was such a surprise. As the
winter progressed, we read every forecast of snow with a groan,
for we felt sure that sooner or later some one would lose his head
he didn't! What does it all
and yield to the temptation,-but
mean? To us it means -that the college writers of to-day are
writing poems that mean something; poems ·that deal with the
problems of every day life or contain visions of a more lofty
existence. In other words, they are thinking, and have found
more profitable ,things to write about than the weather. Not
that nature has been unappreciated, far from it; some of the
best poems we have found have been those dealing with the
beauties of nature, but they have been variations of the old
theme, showing individuality and originality.
But these same zephyrs bring other musings-spring-time
has come and the overflow of spring poetry is sure to follow.
If it be the right kind it will be welcomed most heartily, but if
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it be otherwise the world will be a loser thereby. Everybody
lo,e s everything pertaini g- to .this season, and one of its chief
a~! iJ tj ?~s is' it · ~e/ n ' ss'; ( very' sJfri~~ _is\ ditfer:~nt fro~ _'.t.~e
~~:ce?!ritrron~~- ~:
Po_letour -~~~;::,sbe new; let
!~.Pr~_ss· t~e.
oeau}ies of this particular sprmg o'f 1912, and express tHem m
irtdh)end.~rtt, unstilted ' style.

t~~
t:

an

Jirdg-ihg-frotn some of her ~~ides · in tli1f pa~ttit excha'rigc
editor of The Chisel is deeply interested in athletics and team
work, and having read some of the wise saws
The Chisel
on these subjects which she has from time to
time contrived to weave into her exchange ·notes,
we had ' formed the opinion that her superior athletic knowledge
made her oettet fitted for the athletic department than for the
one in which she is. But we were wrong. Her treatises on
athletics have failed to instill even in her, a true appreciation
that foundation of all success, team work. In the March
issue of The Chisel, she bewails the fact that the exchange depart rtierit is always placed last on the table of contents rather
thati being given the most honored station, the first place;, and
with her valuation of the first article in the magazine in·mind, we
turned to the first page of The Chisel and found an excellent
poem, but it was marked "selected." Surely she did not point
out the weakness of her own magazine wilfully, she was merely
ignoran.t of the fact that the other editors had been unable to
find material of proper elegran'ce within the c6llege to occupy
th J most conspicious and most honored place of th'at issue-a
lack of team work on the part of the editdrs.
Of the two poedis, "Border Warfare" is the better, but
"Keep on: the Sunny Side" i's also· deserving of praise. The
latter · is written upon a trite subject a·nd i's lacking in the freshness which characterizes "Border Warfare." The poems are of
·i. higher order · than the two stories. "Inventions fo Lighten'.
Women 's Work" was marred by an attempt to be funny at the
end. Had some of the wit been replaced by a more serious, exhaustive tre·atment, th'e essay wou1d have been a very valuable
contribution: to' tlie worth of ·the magazine : The subject is a
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large one and volum~s could be written ~pon it. "The Education
. of \yomap" and "}!:enry Wadsworth Longfellow," are careful!y
worked out essays ~hich deserve praise. We liked particularly
,
"
.
.'
the quotations of the latter. The ability to quote ·with exact' ness to substantiate
'
'
one's statements shows that the writer has a
strong _grasp on his subject, and when these quotations serve also
for ornament, their value is doubly enhanced. In the Book Reviews, we discovered the "predigested educational tablets' 1 predicted in the essay on "Inventions to Lighten Woma!1's Work,"
and found them entirely palatable. The departments, while they
are in some cas-es too short, are for the most part good. All in
all, the magazine is wen up to the average, but when that time
predicted by the exchange editor has come in which "a college
magazine has first in its table of contents "Exchange Department," rather than selected poems, The Chisel will be even a
better magazine than it is to-day.
'Having r.ead editorials in nearly all ·of our exchanges upon
the scarcity of material for getting out a magazine, and knowing;
something of the editor's worries here, it was
·The Literary,
a genuine delight to notice the contents of
Baylor University. The Literary for March. It contains four
stories, five poems, three essays, and ~wo
sketches tastefully arranged within a neat cover. Our only
criticism of the magazine is that it is lacking ,in d!!partments.
iThose that it has, the editorials and •exchange notes, ~re good,
l>ut there should be inore of them. .The most urgent need ·is
for a department of locals or clippings to contain the jo~es and
'bits of general information n;~ found scatt!!red through the
magazine wherever they can be sandwiched in. !A.thletic and
Alumni Departments would tend to make' the publication more
representative and balanced. The ver;e is excellent! We have
found it hard to dj!cide which is pest, for all show merit. The
"Aftermath" and "Solitude" are perhaps more attractive, but "To
Goldsmith," "To Mother" and "Pompilia's forgiving Spirit," are
equally deserving of praise. "The Game He Won" is a delightful mixture of love and football. 1The plot is handled in such a
1
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clear, natural way, that the story is the best of the magazine.
We liked it particularly because it presented a more human
touch than any other football story we have read. The hero
instead of winning the game at the crucial time, lost it, and yet
remained the hero of the story. This caused him to seem more
like flesh and blood than the idealistic characters who
always do the right thing at the right time, or the weaklings who lose the game and become the villains of the story.
We commend the writer for his originality in making his story
true to life. "Circumstantial Evidence" and "Cupid and the
Innocents, " are worthy of mention because they have interesting
plots, and are well told. The writer of "Holding Out" did himself an injustice when he attempted to make a story · from such
·a meagre plot. The essays are attractive, interesting, and instructive , particularly "The Wild Cat Oil Wells of South Texas."
The sketch "A Group of Fishermen," presents a vivid picture to
the mind , thereby reaching the one goal for which all sketches
are supposed to strive.
Every new enterprise attracts attention. Every new enterprise that is a worthy one arouses interest. And every worthy
enterprise that meets· with success commands adThe Missile. miration. The Missile of the Petersburg High
School has gotten out only three numbers, yet it
has already taken its place as one of the best High School magazines of the State . IThe March number contained the only poem
which came to our desk in a I{igh School publication during the
month, and it was a splendid poem, too. It would have been a
credit to any college magazine. The stories and essays are commendable, and the departments show life and interest. We congratulate Th e Missile upon its auspicious beginning.
We gratefully acknowledge the usual exchanges.

